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★ The shape of Higgs potential is still undetermined.

(The SM case)

We only know the vacuum expectation value and 
Higgs boson mass. 

VEV

mh

★ 詳しく調べ、hhh結合を調べるのは非常に重要である

★ なぜ？

★ hhh coupling が大きいと。。。。BAUが説明できる可能性

★ hhh couplingが大きいと。。。GWが出る可能性

★ hhh couplingが大きいと。。。PBHが出る可能性

★ 様々な実験で包括的に調べていき、とどめを指してくれるのがhhh 
measurement 

★ It is important to explore the details of shape of Higgs 
potential. 

The electroweak phase transition (EWPT) is governed by the shape of Higgs potential.

The first-order EWPT is related to some phenomena. 

What is the 
first-order EWPT?
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(拡張ヒッグス理論では強い電弱一次相転移が実現可能 )

粒子反粒子がどう質量なんでボルツマン分

布に従ってしまうから、同量のバリオ
ン、反バリオンが生成されてしまう →

Introduction

Electroweak Baryogenesis is one of senario explaining BAU.

★ For example, the SM cannot explain baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU).

Sakharov’s 
conditions → Sphaleron process

→ Model extension 

→ Strongly first order electroweak    
     phase transition (EWPT)

● Departure from equilibrium

● C and CP violation

(φc / Tc >1 )

[A. D. Sakharov, Pisma Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Fiz. 5, 32 (1967)]

● Baryon number violation

The strongly first-order EWPT is required to explain the BAU.

★ The dynamics of electroweak phase transition (EWPT) is 
governed by the shape of the Higgs potential.

The EWPT is related to the phenomena beyond the SM. 

泡に取り込まれたB数が

wash out を避けるため、

スファレロンが十分速く脱結

合する必要あり

\Gamma_{\rm sph}\sim e^{-\alpha' 
\varphi_C/T_C}
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

We can realize strongly first-order EWPT by new physics effects beyond the SM. 

  E : Loop effects of bosons   

e : Mixing effects at the tree level

First-order electroweak phase transition

V_{eff}(0,T_C)=V_{eff}(\varphi_C,T
_C),\quad \left.\frac{\partial 
V_{eff}(\varphi,T_C)}{\partial\varphi}
\right|_{\varphi=\varphi_C}=0

(T ~ φ)

★ The effective potential in the SM

There is no sizable barrier in the potential of the 
SM to realize the first-order EWPT.

The SM cannot satisfy the condition of strongly 1st EWPT φc / Tc >1 . [Y. Aoki, F. Csikor, Z. Fodor and A. Ukawa, Phys. Rev. D 60, 013001 (1999)]

Potential at high 
temperature

Potential at 0 temperature

Potential at critical 
temperature TC

 φc

 φ

★ The effective potential under high temperature approximation.
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❖ Exploring the Higgs sector is important 
to understand  

→

e : Mixing effects at the tree level

The hhh coupling

V_{eff}(0,T_C)=V_{eff}(\varphi_C,T
_C),\quad \left.\frac{\partial 
V_{eff}(\varphi,T_C)}{\partial\varphi}
\right|_{\varphi=\varphi_C}=0

[S. Kanemura, Y. Okada, E. Senaha, PLB 606 361 (2005)]

★ A large deviation from the SM prediction in the triple Higgs boson (hhh) coupling is 
required to realize the first-order EWPT. 

The model with strongly first-order EWPT could be tested 
by the future collider experiments.
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★ Two Higgs doublet model

★ The hhh coupling

★ The strength of the EWPT 

(The masses of scalar bosons: mΦ
2 ~  M2 + λi v

2 )
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★ Two Higgs doublet model

★ The hhh coupling

★ The strength of the EWPT 

(The masses of scalar bosons: mΦ
2 ~  M2 + λi v

2 )

The large deviation in the hhh coupling is the source of production of 

the gravitational waves and primordial black holes.
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・A model with multi-step phase transition

・Fermion extension model

★ If the first-order phase transition occurs in the early Universe, the gravitational waves 
(GWs) are produced by collision of bubbles from the phase transition.

(The SM case)

Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)→  The SM has to be extended.

the lack of new particle discoveries 
at the LHC strengthens the 
possibility of the NP scale higher 
than the electroweak symmetry 
breaking (EWSB) scale.

This situation motivates the effective field theory (EFT) 
approach to describe the NP effects.

The GW spectrum depends on the phase transition parameters: Tt, α, β/H and vb.

False 
vacuum

True vacuum

False vacuum 
space

True vacuum 
bubbles

GW

GW
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・A model with multi-step phase transition

・Fermion extension model

(The SM case)

Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)→  The SM has to be extended.

the lack of new particle discoveries 
at the LHC strengthens the 
possibility of the NP scale higher 
than the electroweak symmetry 
breaking (EWSB) scale.

This situation motivates the effective field theory (EFT) 
approach to describe the NP effects.

(1)  Tt : Transition temperature  (The temperature of the Universe just 
after the phase transition.) 

  (H : Hubble parameter)

10Causality at Tt

True 
vacuum

False 
vacuum

True vacuum

(2) α 〜 Normalized latent heat released by EWPT

(3)  β/H 〜 1 / (Duration of EWPT)

ε : Latent heat 
ρrad : Radiative energy density

Tt 

(4)  vb : Bubble wall velocity
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(The SM case)

Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)→  The SM has to be extended.

the lack of new particle discoveries 
at the LHC strengthens the 
possibility of the NP scale higher 
than the electroweak symmetry 
breaking (EWSB) scale.

This situation motivates the effective field theory (EFT) 
approach to describe the NP effects.
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Spectrum

Sensitivity

fSW

★ Fitting function of the GW spectrum from sound wave of 
plasma. 

[M. Hindmarsh, S. J. Huber, K. Rummukainen and D. J. Weir, PRD 96, no.10, 103520 (2017)[erratum: PRD 
101, no.8, 089902 (2020)], H. K. Guo, K. Sinha, D. Vagie and G. White, JHEP 06, 164 (2021)]

  : efficiency factor

We use approximate fitting formula to evaluate it.

(Sensitivity lines)
LISA [arXiv:1512.06239]
DECIGO [Class. Quant. Grav. 28, 094011 (2011)]

★ The GW from the first-order EWPT can be observed by the 
future space-based GW interferometers, such as LISA and 
DECIGO experiments.
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(The SM case)

Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)

the lack of new particle discoveries 
at the LHC strengthens the 
possibility of the NP scale higher 
than the electroweak symmetry 
breaking (EWSB) scale.

This situation motivates the effective field theory (EFT) 
approach to describe the NP effects.
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★ Typically, large α and small β/H are required to 
produce the detectable GW spectrum. 

We use approximate fitting formula to evaluate it.

The large deviation from the SM prediction in the hhh 
coupling is required to realize the strongly first-order EWPT.

The detectable GW spectrum can be produced in the 
model with the large deviation in the hhh coupling.

★ Under the approximation, 

M. Kakizaki, S. Kanemura and T. Matsui, Phys. Rev. D 92 
(2015) no.11, 115007 [arXiv:1509.08394 [hep-ph]].

[J. R. Espinosa, T. Konstandin, J. M. No and G. Servant, JCAP 06 (2010), 028 
[arXiv:1004.4187 [hep-ph]], A. Eichhorn, J. Lumma, J. M. Pawlowski, M. 
Reichert and M. Yamada, JCAP 05 (2021), 006 [arXiv:2010.00017 [hep-ph]].

β/
H
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→ 付加的スカラーボソンのループ効果により実現

❖ However, the center of mass energy of ILC is 250 GeV under the current 
plan. (hhh coupling will be precisely measured in the distant future.)

Primordial black holes from first-order 
phase transition

the delay of vacuum
decay results in an increase of the total energy density.

★ Primordial black holes (PBHs) can be produced via large density contrast.

★ 相転移由来の原始ブラックホールは相転移パラメータにより評価できる

Vacuum energy density ρV ~ ΔV ~ α

に関係する

The large density contrast can be realized by the postponed vacuum decay. 

Energy density

\delta_C = \frac{\rho_{\rm over} - 
\rho_{\rm back}}{ \rho_{\rm back}} 
>0.45

This region called W has a large 
density compared to the 
surrounding H

Space

False 
vacuum

True vacuum

True vacuum space True vacuum spaceFalse vacuum space

Hubble Horizon

PBH

J. Liu, L. Bian, R. G. Cai, Z. K. Guo and S. J. Wang, PRD 
105, no.2, 2 (2022) [arXiv: 2106.05637 [astro-ph.CO]].
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→ 付加的スカラーボソンのループ効果により実現

❖ However, the center of mass energy of ILC is 250 GeV under the current 
plan. (hhh coupling will be precisely measured in the distant future.)

Primordial black holes from first-order 
phase transition

MPBH ~ 10-5 MSUN

[Green and Kavanagh, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021)]

 [K. H., S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi, PLB, Volume 
833, 137261, arXiv:2111.13099]

★ Mass of PBH from first-order EWPT 
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→ 付加的スカラーボソンのループ効果により実現

❖ However, the center of mass energy of ILC is 250 GeV under the current 
plan. (hhh coupling will be precisely measured in the distant future.)

Primordial black holes from first-order 
phase transition

MPBH ~ 10-5 MSUN

[Green and Kavanagh, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021)]

 [K. H., S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi, PLB, Volume 
833, 137261, arXiv:2111.13099]

★ Mass of PBH from first-order EWPT 

The detectable PBHs can be produced in the model 
with the large deviation in the hhh coupling.
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→ 付加的スカラーボソンのループ効果により実現

❖ However, the center of mass energy of ILC is 250 GeV under the current 
plan. (hhh coupling will be precisely measured in the distant future.)

Nearly aligned Higgs effective field theory

★ Effective potential

 [K. H., Shinya Kanemura, Tomo Takahashi, 
Masanori Tanaka, 論文準備中 ]

This effective field theory can parameterize quantum non-decoupling effects.

SMEFT : Decoupling effects

[S. Kanemura and R. Nagai, JHEP 03 (2022), 194, arXiv:2111.12585 [hep-ph]]

S. Kanemura, R. Nagai and M. Tanaka, JHEP 06 (2022), 027, [arXiv:2202.12774 [hep-ph]]

★ Free parameters

κ0 , κP , M　→　κ0 , r , Λ

Large φc /Tc requires non-decoupling effects, which can be controlled by r parameter. 



New physics models with strongly first-order EWPT 
→ 付加的スカラーボソンのループ効果により実現

❖ However, the center of mass energy of ILC is 250 GeV under the current 
plan. (hhh coupling will be precisely measured in the distant future.)

Nearly aligned Higgs effective field theory

 [K. H., Shinya Kanemura, Tomo Takahashi, 
Masanori Tanaka, 論文準備中 ]SMEFT : Decoupling effects

The parameter region with the deviation in the hhh coupling can be comprehensively tested by some 
experiments. 

 [K. Hashino, S. Kanemura, T. Takahashi and M. Tanaka, Phys. Lett. B 838 (2023), 
137688 [arXiv:2211.16225 [hep-ph]].]

PBH observation 
experiments

GW observation 
experiments

Collider 
experiments

100%

50%

20%

Δλhhh / λSM
hhh



Summary

★ A large deviation in the hhh coupling is the source of 
the first-order EWPT.

φ3 と φ4 項が負

λeff   ⊃ 
       8π2

μeff 
2 ⊃       8π2

★ GWs and PBHs can be produced by the first-order 
EWPT. 

We can steadily test the model with the large deviation 
in the hhh coupling by these three experiments.

As an example, we focused on the model with 
dimension 6 and 8 operators and discuss the 
testability of it. we can show that the model with first-order EWPT can be comprehensively tested by the stronger correlation than 

before. 

電弱一次相転移が実現できる有効理論におけ
る電弱一次相転移の検証可能性を、加速器実
験や重力波観測実験だけでなく、PBH観測実
験を用いて議論する。
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These are detectable in the model with the large 
deviation in the hhh coupling.


